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ABSTRACT
Throughout history, gentrification has displaced culture, heritage, business and residents. One of the issues 
lies within architecture itself as it is the catalyst for gentrification. Architecture forms the relationship between 
gentrification and culture by dictating the programme, users and overall character of an area. Typically, gen-
trification consists of the construction of contemporary architecture with little regard for the existing charac-
ter, heritage and users. Often resulting in forcing out the lower-income users like artists, long-term residents 
and businesses that help form the character of the area.
Auckland as a rapidly growing city has numerous areas already affected or under threat from the perils of 
gentrification. Areas like Parnell and Ponsonby have seen their character exhausted by gentrification and areas 
like Onehunga, Kingsland and Karangahape Road are currently facing a similar fate. The threat for Karang-
hape Road is imminent. Karangahape Road is currently in a state of transition, as the area becomes chicer, 
interest has peaked, inherently development and rents have started to increase, beginning to displace residents 
and businesses with dull, standard commercial operations.
This project explores using architecture and urban design as tools to mediate the relationship between gen-
trification and culture. First by identifying the unique qualities of Karangahape Road and their implications 
on the character and culture in the area, done through extensive research and analysis of the site and theory. 
Then formulating a design solution to protect the complex heritage and character of Karangahape Road. In 
an effort to highlight the unique qualities architecturally and socially the design gives subtle nods to the con-
text and character through form, material and programme.
The project focuses on forming a network of architectural, urban and landscape interventions that endeavour 
to insulate Karangahape Road from the perils of gentrification while accommodating for future development 
and fostering the unique culture within Karangahape Road. This network is situated around remodelling 
three key buildings, La Gonda, Flacksons and Rendells, with a series of five associated urban public space 
interventions.
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51. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Gentrification is a process of  remodelling a building or area using more affluent residents and higher priced architecture. It 
tends to be positive for an area, with improved quality of  living. However, the diversity regarding architecture as well as ethnicity, 
which together contribute to the overall character of  the area, has the potential to be diluted. Higher prices can force existing 
residents to move out while affluent residents move in, often changing the ethnic composition within the region. With this, we 
see contrasting responses: incoming residents see the gentrification process as a positive, whereas existing communities often see 
it as negative. This project analyses the positives and negatives of  different gentrification examples from cities all over the world, 
identifying what is successful and how architecture can be implemented as a means of  combating the negative, without being a 
catalyst for gentrification.
Karangahape Road has a long history of  use dating back to the Māori. The Māori used the ridge that Karangahape Road runs 
along as a transport path in pre-European times. The government purchased it in 18411 and it was the southern boundary of  
Auckland. By the late 1920s, the road had transitioned from its rural beginnings to a bustling street filled with shopping, theatres, 
pubs, dance halls and churches. However, because of  the growing needs of  Auckland in the 1960s motorways were built through 
the Newton gully, an over-bridge was constructed, and most residents were displaced. The west end of  the road gained notoriety 
as a red-light district and the area was seen as a more edgy part of  town. By the 1990s all the department stores had closed, end-
ing an era for the Karangahape Road retail experience. Apartment buildings and shops were constructed during the 1990s which 
started the slow gentrification process. The area now somewhat revitalised attracted new residents including the working class, 
immigrants, artists, students and the gay community. It created what is now a vibrant streetscape, which is once again the most 
diverse cultural centre of  Auckland.
 This slow gentrification has created an exciting composition within the demographics of  the users. As attention on the area 
rises, there is potential for development and plans for a large metro station with apartments. New architecture poses a threat to 
the fabric of  the city by alienating not only the current users, but also alienation of  the heritage architecture. The alienation of  
users occurs through inevitable rent increases driven by developers, precluding the occupancy of  low-income users, like artists. 
Regarding the architecture, cheap profit driven developments take little to no regard for the heritage architecture. Achieved by 
overshadowing instead of  celebrating the heritage and taking on additions to these buildings carelessly. Karangahape Road’s 
current state combined with its background, history, and potential for growth, makes it an ideal site for this project. The archi-
tecture aims to preserve the heritage and character while accommodating for the needs of  the area. 
1 Auckland Council Heritage Unit, “Draft Historic Heritage Area Evaluation Karangahape Road (K’Road),” 2014,7.
1.2 Project Title
1.4 Project Outline
1.6 Methodology
1.3 Research Question
1.5 Aim, Scope and Limitations 
Cultured Gentrification
How can architecture and its associated public open space act as a mediator between development and the existing 
demographic to protect and foster culture during the process of  gentrification?
This project involves a combination of  additions and alterations with repurposed and renovated heritage architecture. 
The architecture is mixed-use, and the programme includes spaces for culture, arts, living, lifestyle, entertainment, and 
retail. There are adaptable spaces for theatre, performances, studios, exhibition, restaurants, nightlife, retail and living. 
The site for the project is Karangahape Road for reasons previously discussed in the background. It is situated on the 
busier eastern side of  the road from the George Courts building to Queen Street.
The project aims to analyse and raise awareness of  how gentrification affects our cities and its users. With architecture, 
money and people being the central stimulants of  gentrification, this project investigates if  architecture can become a 
means of  controlling gentrification. Retaining diversity, character, and reaping the benefits of  gentrification, while allow-
ing for the natural evolution of  the area. We have already seen the gentrification process manifest itself  in urban areas 
of  Auckland like Ponsonby and Parnell both of  which have lost some of  their historical values. Ponsonby’s Edwardian 
architecture and old cottages have been whitewashed over with very little remnants of  their original character. Karanga-
hape Road is at the point in time where this could easily happen, and other suburban areas such as Onehunga, Mt Eden, 
and Kingsland will also soon be at risk. It is hoped this project will serve as an example of  ways we could protect our 
heritage while accommodating some gentrification and the needs of  the area without exploiting them. Balancing the two 
aspects are fundamental to achieve a successful architectural solution.
The social, political and economic context surrounding Karangahape Road has a history as long as the architecture. 
Intertwined with the heritage and the gentrification process it is essential to acknowledge the past, current and possible 
future states of  this context. It will be reflected in the design; spaces should be adaptable permitting mixtures of  pro-
grams and making them open to the interpretation of  the user. As part of  what makes a cultural centre like Karangahape 
Road interesting is the opportunity for creativity.
The investigation aims to highlight positive aspects of  Karangahape Road’s current situation while mitigating/ mini-
mising/erasing the negatives. Limitations include social and political forces out of  architecture’s control. For example, 
government intervention in the area. Governmental framework, council planning, unitary plans, and the rules and regu-
lations therein, limit what can be built and how. The architectural heritage (although only 12 of  the 300 buildings in the 
area are currently under protection ) should be respected.
The project began by analysing gentrification’s positive and negative aspects. Case studies locally and abroad provided 
examples of  the process of  gentrification and how it affects areas, identifying the adverse effects of  gentrification and how 
cities mitigate them. Germany, United States, England and Spain were among the foreign locations. Auckland City was 
analysed by breaking it down into suburbs areas like Parnell and Ponsonby are in post-gentrification where we see how the 
process shaped the area. Areas like Karangahape Road and Onehunga are in the process and we can analyse the potential 
effects on these areas. It leads onto the choice of  a site for the project as we can see what area has the most potential and 
opportunities and what area is under the greatest threat.
Karangahape Road was a clear choice, extensive research and analysing the whole street and surrounding areas lead to the 
conclusion that the scope of  the project was too large at this scale. The macro view of  Karangahape Road was switched to 
micro, narrowing the site down to one area of  Karangahape Road called the central core. The central core was chosen be-
cause of  the relationship with the Myers Park, the important architecture (Rendells, St Kevins, George Courts, La Gonda), 
it is the busiest area of  Karangahape Road and the future development of  the CRL in this area. Within the central core, 
five nodes and two buildings were selected as points to remodel; they were chosen because of  their location primarily but 
also potential and underutilization.
More research and analysis was conducted, this time focusing directly on the central core of  Karangahape Road and the 
specific nodes selected to develop. The extensive analysis included materials, programmes, heritage, detailing, biodiversity 
and character. This analysis helped foster design decisions by determining the ideal programmes to enhance the culture and 
apparent issues within the area to amend. The heritage and character values identified in the analysis formed parameters to 
design within, the design aims to protect, respectfully challenge and enhance these values. 
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2.1 Pre-European
2.2 1840-1965
2.0 HISTORY OF KARANGAHAPE ROAD
The history of  Karangahape Road dates back to the Māori who first inhabited the area. The street runs along an ancient ridgeline was the beginning of  a path Māori 
people used to travel along to Cornwallis a distance of  40 kilometres.2 Karangahape remains one of  the few Māori names in Central Auckland to survive European 
settlement. The ridge hosts numerous sites of  interest to local Iwi one that is important is Wai Horotui (Horotui’s Stream), Horotui is a Taniwha or Spiritual Guardian 
of  the stream.  The stream is spring fed from behind St Kevins Arcade and runs beneath what is now Myers Park.3
The Karangahape ridge - Newton areas were purchased by Governor Hobson in 1840; the transaction included 3000 acres of  land.4  Auckland grew rapidly due to 
immigration Karangahape remained as rural land, because of  the focus to develop Queen Street. By the late 1880s horse trams and buses travelled along the road with 
modest dwellings and shops built along the road drawing in labour from the neighbouring areas like Myers Park, Grafton, Newton, Ponsonby and Saint Marys Bay, as 
the area grew. Myers Park was cleared of  housing and officially became a park in 1915.5  By now the area had started to flourish and urbanise as the street was clean 
and lit up, electric trams serviced the whole street. Queen Street at this point was muddy and filled with a rougher crowd, Karangahape had a strong advantage of  being 
cleaner, and the advantageous location on the ridge presented more wind to deal with odour. The Third Grafton Bridge, constructed in a single span from concrete, it 
was the longest bridge of  this kind in the world at the time,6 it connected Grafton to Karangahape over the gully. Karangahape Road was completely lined with shops. 
Notable department stores Rendells (1911) and George Courts (1924) were built around this time as the street became a more specialised shopping area. Beauty and 
fashion trades were most prominent on the street but cinemas, pubs and restaurants soon began to materialise along the street. The footpath became so packed with 
people they had to draw a line down the middle to direct traffic and police were stationed in the weekend to prevent people from spilling into the street.7 A prominent 
businessman who owned a furniture and paint store on Karangahape Road gave some insight into how life was. He said the street was “very different from today, drugs 
and prostitutes were non-existent. The street was still lively though; there was a six o’clock swill because pubs closed at 6 pm and people would rush to have a drink 
after work before closing.” He also recalled that “when the trams were taken away in the 50’s, that was the beginning of  the decline.” Karangahape was the location 
of  several large churches and organisations: Pitt St Methodist Church, Pacific Island Church, The Baptist Tabernacle, Chinese Presbyterian Church, The Druids Hall, 
Māori Hall, 3 Freemasons Halls, Old Folks Association and numerous Trade Unions. The inner city was rather quiet compared to Karangahape Road because even 
though shops were closed on weekends, up until the 1980s weekends were a social event with services and weddings taking place. On Sundays, people were dressed up 
for the church, and particular interest was taken in what people were wearing, particularly women.8 
As the street grew, immigration became more prevalent and the Māori, British, Irish and Scottish that inhabited the area during the 19th century were now joined by 
Chinese, Indians and later on Slavs, Hungarians, Dutch and Rural Māori.9 Karangahape area was already very multicultural by 1940. Chinatown was located adjacent to 
the area, and artist John Radford’s Croation grandmother recalls travelling to Karangahape Road from West Auckland. “It would take two hours but be worth it. “She 
would walk up through the paddocks, take off  her gumboots and put her town shoes on, which she took up in a bag, leave the gumboots under the hedge get on a bus 
on Lincoln Rd along Great North Rd into the city. She would have a day of  shopping in the city, having cups of  tea at the tearooms of  the department stores, catching 
up with immigrant friends.”10  After the second World War, many Pacific Islanders were persuaded to come and labour in Auckland on visitors permits to fill a gap in 
unskilled workers. From having 2200 Pacific Islanders residing in 1945, by 1960 20,000 Pacific Islanders had moved to Auckland.11  Many took up residence nearby in 
Grey Lynn and Ponsonby and shopped on Karangahape Road, diversifying the street further. The Polynesian community was highly interested in religion and began 
using the churches in the area. Pacific Churches often act like villages,12  and Melani Anae, senior lecturer in Pacific studies at Auckland University says “You could credit 
K’Rd (Karangahape Road) as being the first village marketplace in New Zealand.”13 
Figure 2. Maori Travelling along Karangahape Ridge. Watercolour by Joseph Merrett, National Library of  
Australia, nla.pic-an2948108
Figure 3. Pitt Street intersection looking east. Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, 1-W1307
Figure 4. Queen Street Intersection looking west down Karangahape Road. 
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2 Waitematā Local Board, “The Karangahape Road Plan 2014-2044”,2014,13.
3  Waitematā Local Board, “The Karangahape Road Plan 2014-2044”,2014,13.
4 Waitematā Local Board, “The Karangahape Road Plan 2014-2044”,2014,13.
5 Waitematā Local Board, “The Karangahape Road Plan 2014-2044”,2014,13.
6 The Karangahape Road Business Association Inc. “HERIAGE WALK Karangahape Road” 2017,5.
7 Julie Hill, “Dark Side of  Rori,” North and South, February 21, 2016.
8 Karangahape Road,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified July 23, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karangahape_Road.
9 Julie Hill, “Dark Side of  the Rori - North & South,” Noted, last modified February 21, 2016, https://www.noted.co.nz/life/life-in-nz/dark-side-of-the-rori/.
10 Julie Hill, “Dark Side of  the Rori - North & South,” Noted, last modified February 21, 2016, https://www.noted.co.nz/life/life-in-nz/dark-side-of-the-rori/.
11 Tapu Misa, “Auckland: The Pacific Comes to Auckland,” NZ Herald, last modified September 8, 2018, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10667079.
12 Cluny Macpherson, “Pacific Churches in New Zealand – Te Ara Encyclopedia of  New Zealand,” Te Ara Encyclopedia of  New Zealand – Te Ara Encyclopedia of  New Zealand, last modified May 5, 2011, https://teara.  
 govt.nz/en/pacific-churches-in-new-zealand.
13 Julie Hill, “Dark Side of  the Rori - North & South,” Noted, last modified February 21, 2016, https://www.noted.co.nz/life/life-in-nz/dark-side-of-the-rori/.
Figure 5. Aerial of  Karangahape Road looking north west. 1956 8
2.3 Spaghetti Junction
2.4 Regeneration
The construction of  the Central Motorway Junction in the late 1960s and into the 70s displaced over 50,000 residents by demolishing the surrounding suburbs. 15,000 
houses were purchased and destroyed.14 This event sparked a long period of  decline for Karangahape Road and its surrounding area. With the residents displaced, most 
of  the shop’s regular customers who supported them were gone. Shops began to close or relocated and rents decreased. Artist John Radford’s ‘Graft’, is a sculptural in-
stallation commenting on this very event. Individual model houses hang in contours, representing what the Newton Gully was. Visitors were invited to buy a house, but 
in doing so contribute to the works ultimate destruction, mimicking the process, these suburbs went through. By the late 1970s, the red light district had relocated from 
lower Queen St to the west end of  Karangahape and interest in the development of  the area was at an all-time low. Focus shifted to areas like High Street, Ponsonby 
and eventually Britomart. This period in Karangahape Roads history, although bleak, has some light to it. The downturn in development and stock market crash in the 
80s meant not much was built along the ridge from the 70s through to the 80s, saving a lot of  the heritage from the uncertainty of  gentrification. With cheap rent and 
an abundance of  space, Karangahape Road became the edgy fringe of  the city. Entertaining the darker side of  life but giving birth to cultural movements and servic-
ing the musicians and artists of  the time. The artistic community and youth culture started to flourish with cheaper rent, towards the end of  this period in the late 80s, 
where revitalisation was beginning. Bringing to life the business of  sex, strip clubs and gay bars along with the more eclectic venues, bars and bohemian cafes. Some of  
which like Family Bar and Verona are still institutions along the street.
Since 1990, Karangahape Road has been undergoing a slow process of  gentrification. The cheap rent attracted the creative communities. Artists, youth and immigrants 
have created an attractive culture on the street with trendy art, music, cafes and excellent international cuisine at affordable prices. Some offices and shops were con-
structed along with apartment blocks in the area, enticing new residents to the area.15  Giving a breath of  fresh air to the street, revitalising it and creating a vibrant and 
diverse experience, similar to its heritage. Living closer to the CBD has also become more desirable, re-urbanisation migration patterns have partially contributed to the 
increased activity. Gentrification continued in a slow organic manner until around 2015 where interest in development escalated threatening the heritage and character.
Figure 6. Construction of  Motorway Junction with Karangahape Road on the left.
Figure 7. Aerial of  Karangahape Road 1946
Figure 8. Aerial of  Karangahape Road 2015
Figure 10. Karangahape Road. 2012
Figure 9. John Radford’s Graft Exhibition.
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14 The Karangahape Road Business Association Inc. “HERIAGE WALK Karangahape Road” 2017,5.
15 Waitematā Local Board, “The Karangahape Road Plan 2014-2044”,2014,18.
Figure 11. Karangahape Road Figure Ground, 1940.
Figure 12. Karangahape Road Figure Ground 1959. Figure 13. Karangahape Road Figure Ground 2001.
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Figure 14. Illustration of  Karangahape Road
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3. CURRENT STATE
Karangahape Road in 2018 has returned to its glory days. Now a bustling hub lined with entertainment, boutique shopping, food, living 
and business. The eclectic multi-layered programme of  the area is part of  the success and character. This melting pot of  activity forms 
the diversity and culture of  the street. Being located on the fringe of  the CBD, where rents can still be reasonable, it makes a perfect 
start-up opportunity. It is now an attractive area for creative businesses, with about 37% of  all industry being creative.16  
The street is still the main route for traffic, connecting Grey Lynn and Ponsonby to Grafton and often used as a means to reach the 
motorways. It is a historic threshold between the City and the suburbs. The newest problem regarding traffic has been cyclists. Some 
recent changes have been made in the area, like the pink cycleway link to Hobson Street and the link from Symonds Street Cemetery 
through the Grafton Gully towards Beach Road. Other nearby cycle ways like the West Auckland link and Dominion Road contribute 
to the traffic in the area. Fewer people are now driving due to improved public transport and the increased popularity of  the area as a 
destination has increased foot traffic, positively impacting the area.
The area still boasts several major churches. These churches help sustain diversity with the numerous different beliefs and religions. 
European, Pacific Island and Asian communities exist with smaller but prevalent Middle Eastern and African communities. Churchs 
along with organisations like Old Folks Association, Needle Exchange, Everybody Eats and many more benefit diversity and safety of  
the street, supporting the more marginalised communities of  the road like the sex workers and homeless.
Biodiversity apart from around the Myers Park and Cemetery area is minimal, with some trees scattered along the ridge and hardly any 
around the network of  surrounding streets and lanes. Public space is also inadequate along the street and due for much-needed im-
provement. Myers Park and the Symonds Street Cemetery are among the only public open spaces suitable for leisure and relaxation. 
Newer developments in public space, like the Ironbank interior courtyard and the plaza on the west end behind Tesla, are underutilised 
and have private connotations, although they are indeed public. 
Karangahape Road also currently houses an array of  living options. It consists of  apartments, lofts, flats, hostels and a small number 
of  houses. About 50% of  the buildings are mixed use along the street front of  Karangahape Road,17  usually combining flats or apart-
ments on the top and store or business at the bottom. It creates vibrancy on the street and increases activity.
Karangahape Road is in transition; it has achieved a balance of  options that cater to a wide range of  people especially the more eclec-
tic or outcasts. This range of  programs, especially the nightlife and sex industry, means the street is active consistently throughout the 
night and day, especially on weekends. Karangahape presents a blank canvas, an opportunity to create a business venture without pre-
disposed attitudes. Although this balance is threatened by gentrification, we can already see places like St Kevin’s arcade increasing rents 
and companies like Tesla beginning to emerge on the street. 
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Figure 15. Activity Diagram - Night. Figure 16. Activity Diagram - Day
Figure 17. Karangahape Road Programme Graph.
Figure 18. Karangahape Road Programme Graph.
NIGHT DAY
16 Jake Berlin, “Karangahape Road Analysation”, 2018.
17 Jake Berlin, “Karangahape Road Analysation”, 2018.
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Figure 19. Karangahape Programme Map 14
4. FUTURE 
4.1 Rail
The movement has always been prevalent on Karangahape Road and will now increase exponentially. Much like when the first 
electric trams were introduced to Karangahape Road, we saw a shift in activity and a vibrant social stage filled with shopping and 
entertainment emerged. We can expect a similar resurgence with over 30,000 more people projected to pass through the area per 
day, upon completion of the underground metro train station.19  3.4-kilometres of underground passenger railway running be-
tween Britomart and Mt Eden station, the proposed City Rail Link is a major urban transformation project that will significantly 
improve the Auckland rail network and establish an integrated transport network in Auckland.20 Plans to build a station at the 
site of Mercury Plaza on Mercury Lane have been approved and plans for a second station underground at Beresford square are 
also in motion. The proposed train station on Karangahape Road ridge will be a significant catalyst for revitalising the area. The 
advent of the underground rail network will impact businesses positively increasing foot traffic, but the network of streets and 
laneways will need to be updated to accommodate this. It will also increase the future investment in the area and benefit people’s 
proximity to the station.
Light Rail is going to be introduced from Britomart to the Airport in South Auckland. It will run along Queen Street, which 
intersects Karangahape Road. It will have a lesser impact than the Metro Rail but still demands attention and the design responds 
to all three new stations.
4.2 Laneways and Public Space
The laneways provide an auxiliary network to the main ridgeline and the council plans to develop existing and new laneways. 
Creating more opportunity for storefronts, better connections and movement in the area and public spaces. The council has 
identified the lanes they wish to improve but have not supplied any indication of the characteristics of these improvements. It de-
mands more attention from the council, as the laneways will be just as important as the street. Providing these new connections 
not only helps with foot traffic but gives life and opportunity to otherwise unused spaces and provides different perspectives on 
the architectural heritage. Karangahape Road has the potential to connect and strengthen existing connections from places like 
the Pink Cycle Way and public spaces like Myers Park; this project will emphasise relationships like this.
The future of Karangahape Road is dependent on what happens within the next ten years. Preserving the cultural fringe of the 
city is imperative. As discussed in the current state: Karangahape Road is in a stage of transition. The rate of gentrification is 
increasing rapidly. Developers stand poised to invest in an effort to make a quick profit with little regard for heritage or culture. 
Karangahape Road is now an epicentre for creativity especially music, food and art. However, this could change with rising rents 
and infiltration of larger corporations. It will become a place where culture turns into cultural phenomena and eventually dies.
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Figure 20. Mercury and Beresford Station Section
Figure 21. Mercury Station Render
Figure 22. Proposed Council Laneway Plans
19 Land Lab “K Road Penedict Deisgn”,2017.5
20 Waitematā Local Board, “The Karangahape Road Plan 2014-2044”,2014,24.
4.3 Street  Scape
The council has outlined numerous future moves to develop Karangahape Road and the surrounding area. The surrounding areas of  the street will be the areas 
of  main development. Because of  the location on the ridgeline and volcanic view shaft rules relating to Mount Eden, development on the actual ridge is limited 
in height, but as the ridge slopes off  to either side at a relatively steep gradient, permitting much higher buildings to be constructed in these surrounding areas.21 
 To deal with the congestion from the increased foot traffic the street is going to be remodelled. The footpath is going to be widened to allow more space 
for walking and bike lanes. It will be achieved over time, with temporary barriers and planting that can be moved with traffic patterns and to allow parking. A 
prominent member of  the Auckland Design Office mentioned in an interview that a permanent option would be introduced within the next five years. The 
plan decreases the lanes for vehicles to two and brings the curb out a further 3150mm creating a zone occupied by seating. This decrease to two lanes also 
permits space for a permanent bike lane and permanent planting, including palms and trees. These changes I believe to be beneficial for the future. Creating a 
bike lane will improve safety for cyclists and decrease traffic. Increasing the footpath space will help return the street to more of  a promenade and social stage 
as it used to exist in the early 20th century. There will be an additional benefit for the businesses as they have space to occupy some of  the footpaths with their 
furniture.
Regarding the vehicle traffic, the decrease in lanes will not have a huge impact on traffic. Current research shows most vehicles are using only one lane each 
way.22  A big issue with this plan was the perceived lack of  parking. The Karangahape Road Business Association were displeased with this and had numerous 
complaints from business owners expressing their concern that customers will not have any space to park. Although the council plans to bring even more car 
parks than are currently placed in the surrounding area, I believe creating indented parking and bus stops along the street could help mediate the issue.
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Figure 24. Karangahape Road Remodelling - Permanent Option. 
Figure 23. Artistic Impression of  Karangahape Road in 2022.
Figure 25. Karangahape Road Remodelling - Permanent Option.
21 Waitematā Local Board, “The Karangahape Road Plan 2014-2044”,2014,24.
22 “Karangahape Road,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified July 23, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karangahape_Road.
5. PRECEDENTS
Berlins trendy neighbourhood of  Kreuzberg is in a similar state to Karangahape Road. Scared by a dark past of  war and Russian 
occupation, this suburb used to be a haven for squatters, artists and bohemians, with very cheap rent. At one point the city had 
such a large surplus of  public housing that the city sold off  80,000 council owned flats.23 Now after the reunification of  Germa-
ny in 1990,24 interest in the city has increased over time with huge amounts of  immigration, refugees and Germans moving to 
Berlin. The grim communist-era high-rises have become trendy. Kreuzberg, the famed centre for nightlife, artists and crime, was 
one of  the most rundown areas of  the city, like Karangahape Road. It was the long-term home to many of  the low-income pop-
ulation in the city. Rents have increased over 71% within the last decade pushing long-term residents out.25 To combat this Berlin 
introduced a “rental break”, this law states that rent set out in contracts for new tenants cannot exceed the local average by more 
than 10%.26  Other measures like designating neighbourhoods as “urban conservation areas”, luxury renovations and expensive 
redevelopment are bannedouse owners in these areas are also not allowed to convert them from rentals to condominiums.27 The 
city’s state-owned housing companies will buy 26,600 apartments on the open market and build 53,400 new apartments of  which 
30% will be reserved for low-income families.
Welsh + Major’s Rocks Police Station project in Sydney, Australia is a 1880s police station adapted into a restaurant. A lesson in 
respectful and refined architectural design, Welsh + Major leaves the front Palladian-style façade politely untouched.28  The rear 
addition highlights the heritage of  the original structure with contemporary interventions contrasting but celebrating heritage 
features. It also enhances the adjacent public domain and access to the building.29
Ironbank located in Karangahape Road is designed by RTA Studio in 2009. The building’s location means it is highly relevant 
to the project, being in site area. The design is a manifestation of  the two street conditions it occupies. Karangahape Road is 
more concerned with activity and heritage, while Cross Street is grungier and service orientated. The site connects the two 
streets through an arcade, which leads to an interior courtyard surrounded by five towers; a staircase connects the courtyard to 
Cross Street. This connection is somewhat successful, as the courtyard space is utilised for small performances and exhibitions, 
encouraging creative activity. The front facade is fragmented in proportions relating to the neighbouring heritage buildings in 
an attempt to soften the visual impact from the streetscape. RTA states the driving force behind the choice to create five towers 
instead of  a block: “In a gesture to the finely scaled historic neighbourhood, we have sought to fragment the building form to 
alleviate the potential mass associated with a medium sized office building.”30  Although the building is of  high quality and gen-
erally held in good regards, expensive rents compared to local averages means the building has struggled to stay fully occupied.
5.1 Gentrification
5.2 Heritage
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Figure 26. Protesting in Berlin.
Figure 27. Rocks Police Station Front. Figure 28. Rocks Police Station Rear.
Figure 29. Ironbank Courtyard. Figure 30. Ironbank Rear.
23 Guy Chazan, “Germany: Berlin’s War on Gentrification,” Financial Times, last modified October 10, 2016, https://www.ft.com/content/7f3dc   
 fea-8a1b-11e6-8cb7-e7ada1d123b1
24  James J. Sheehan and William H. Berentsen, “Germany - The Reunification of  Germany,” Encyclopedia Britannica, accessed September 9, 2018, https://www.britan 
 nica.com/place/Germany/The-reunification-of-Germany.
25 Leonid Bershidsky, “Gentrification is turning Berlin into a Generic Hipsterville,” Bloomberg, accessed September 9, 2018, https://www.bloomberg.com/view/arti 
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29 “Welsh + Major Transforms Old Sydney Police Station into a Restaurant,” Dezeen, last modified November 23, 2015, https://www.dezeen.com/2014/05/17/the- 
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30 “Ironbank,” RTA Studio, last modified March 9, 2011, http://rtastudio.co.nz/portfolio/ironbank.
Melbourne Laneways
Melbourne has an abundance of  thoroughfare, laneways and arcades which are not hard to find within the city. I have focused on 
three different laneways and arcades to illustrate the variety of  typologies, their benefits and the issues facing them.
Centre Place has become an important thoroughfare, bustling with pedestrians commonly travelling to Flinders Street Station.31  
The laneway has similar conditions to Cross Street in my site, as it is the future host of  a major train station. It is grungy, filled 
with street art and exposed services. Lined with roller door shops and above that services and balconies. The street art combined 
with cafes and shops transform the laneway from dull to vibrant. The skinny nature of  the street and verticality of  the buildings 
surrounding it means not a huge amount of  natural light reaches the street level of  the laneway. To combat this, yellow or orange 
lamps and lanterns of  low kelvin are used to give the laneway warmth and comfort very similar to candlelight. 
Hardware Lane is a light and leafy thoroughfare. The lane is much wider than centre place allowing for trees to create some 
biodiversity; it also permits for more natural light. The lane shares more similarities to Karangahape Road and Poynton Terrace, 
regarding character and opportunity. Hardware Lane is lined with restaurants; their tables spill out into the footpath, reminiscent 
of  European boulevards. It creates a different culture within this lane, leaving less space for foot traffic, slowing down movement 
makes the users experience more leisurely. The Lane is shut off  from vehicle access providing opportunities for live music and 
entertainment.32 
St Patrick’s Square Redevelopment 
The 2009 redevelopment of  St Patrick’s Square in Auckland’s city centre, is a public space that provides a break from the urban 
environment. The square occupies the space around St Patrick’s Cathedral, which is a heritage site sloping down gradually to 
Swanson Street. In an endeavour to create a retreat from the surrounding conditions of  the city, the square provides spaces for lei-
sure and relaxation. Grassed areas are scattered with seats and trees; the terraced area is designed as a social space with seating that 
houses a water feature. The terraced area also accommodates thoroughfare between the Cathedral and Swanson Street, which is 
an important component of  the project. The grass, trees and water within the site deliver much-needed biodiversity to Auckland’s 
CBD. The detailing of  the project, especially the materiality serves as a good precedent. The contemporary terrace design finished 
in stone, compliments the hues of  the Cathedral, forming a visual relationship between the two.
5.3 Public Space
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Figure 31. Centre Place, Melbourne.
Figure 32. Hardware Lane, Melbourne
Figure 33. St Patrick’s Square, Terracing.
Figure 34. St Patricks Square, looking back towards Cathedral. 
31 “Centre Place, Melbourne,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified September 12, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centre_Place,_Melbourne.`
32 “Hardware Lane, Melbourne,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified September 3, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hardware_Lane,_Melbourne.
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6. THEORY
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John Ruskin’s ‘The Seven Lamps of  Architecture’ from 1849 challenges 
our perception of  time and its relation to architecture.33  His firm belief  
that a building should decay over time rather than maintain this perfect 
state translates in the chapter ‘Tradition and Memory.’ Ruskin proposes 
that the evolution of  a building is expressed through the builders, users, 
and functions that can all change over time, each adding his or her marks 
to a building or area. He believes in a natural process and transition as a 
building age. Ruskin’s thoughts at the time were a lot less aggressive than 
his colleagues, who mostly agreed that buildings should be restored to a 
perfect state, sometimes even more so than when built initially. Ruskin 
was a pioneer of  heritage architecture theory and our perception of  it in 
conjunction with time; his approach did not only look at the past but the 
present and looking forward to the future.  
Lise Milne’s ‘The Significance of   Aesthetic and Heritage Values in a 
Public Policy Environment: Victoria Theatre Case Study’ is a master 
thesis from 2011 in philosophy.34  The thesis discusses the significance 
of  heritage and aesthetic values showing different perspectives on them, 
by analysing them through different mediums like culture and character. 
In the chapter ‘Documentary Analysis’ Lise analyses political and council 
framework surrounding heritage like the Research Management Act, His-
toric Places Act, Conservation Plan, Earthquake Prone - Building Policy.35 
This framework surrounding the area and its buildings are all essential 
and place limitations on what could be done, but also sheds light on the 
historical, cultural and social significance the site has.  
The Auckland Council board has produced two documents recently 
regarding Karangahape Road. One of  which, discusses the strategy the 
government will use to develop Karangahape Road. It is scheduled for 
2014 to 2044 and aims to provide a “clear planning framework to guide 
how the Karangahape Road area could grow and change over the next 
30 years.”36  There are six critical moves for Karangahpe Road and a 
vision that it will be a “safe and well-connected place that offers a range 
of  housing and employment generating activities connected to a resilient 
public transport network. It celebrates and protects its distinctive histor-
ical and cultural heritage and reinforces its role as the colourful enter-
tainment and creative fringe of  the city centre.”37  The other document 
by Katharine Sheldon is called Heritage Evaluation. This document 
measures Karangahape Road, regarding criteria for the evaluation of  
historical heritage as outlined in the Auckland Unitary Plan. It utilises 
research by Salmon Reed Architects,38 conducted in 2013, on the histor-
ical overview of  Karangahape Road and discusses in depth, the historic 
character of  the street and activities conducted in the area, such as retail, 
the department store and also the cinema and theatre scene. It includes 
a timeline of  how and why this changed from the beginning of  pre-Eu-
ropean Māori use until today, as well as the significance to the region in 
respect to all aspects from historical to social.  
Leon Krier and Ricardo Bofill’s Architecture, Urbanism, and History 
discuss classic architecture, monuments and the city of  communities. 
“Classic architectural features command certain power, classical archi-
tecture symbolises greatness and grandeur, cementing the buildings in 
time and place. Institutions and buildings form an indissoluble unity, 
forever linked as long as men will remember — the dignity of  such bod-
ies is made visible in the grandeur of  their architecture. On it depends 
on their authority as well as their own self-respect.  Monuments are de-
scribed as a symbolic features of  the city, they are usually private spaces 
but in the public realm. The skyscraper is a con-monument. It is private 
matter in public garb or posture. Not only does its symbolic naked-
ness show through the curtain-thin-walls, but its sheer bulk humiliates 
the dignity of  genuine public structures.”39  Cities within the city are 
described. A collection of  different parts with specific functions making 
up the machine of  the city but some areas do not have adequate living 
conditions, Leon much like Jacobs argues for the return of  pedestrian 
emphasis over a vehicle in the city and for the mixed use of  land. “If  
we dissect a living body, we kill an individual. Yet that is what functional 
zoning does to human settlements. It is the root cause of  most modem 
ills; of  the wastage of  land, energy and time; of  social isolation, anxiety 
and frustration. After a period of  overexpansion, and schematization, 
cities have to be vastly shrunken and reorganised. Man must be returned 
the privilege to use his legs for better purpose than walking to 
his car, subway or plane.” 
Jane Jacob’s The Death and Life of  Great American Cities is an 
observation of  the reality of  cities. The main point she advo-
cates for is diversity; four main principles are provided to form 
diversity:
1. Each neighborhood should have a mixture of  uses and 
functions. Commerical, industrial, residential and cultural spaces 
should be mixed, not separated. 
2. Multi-storey blocks, if  present, should be short. This would 
promote walking to get to other parts of  the areas. It would 
also promote interaction between residents.
3. Areas should contain a mixture of  old and new. Though 
older buildings might need some renovation and renewal. They 
should not be simply razed in favor of  new constructions. This 
would lead to focussing on historical preservation of  the neigh-
borhood.
4. Jane Jacobs argued that a sufficiently dense population was 
created safety and creativity. This was contrary to conventional 
thinking at the time. It should also create more opportunities 
for human interaction. Denser neighborhoods would create 
‘eyes on the street’ more than separate people.40 
Karangahape Road in the current state fulfils each principle 
apart from number four, but only at certain hours in the very 
early morning from about 2:30-4: 30 am. This provides a more 
tangible insight into why the area is so appealing and successful.
33 Lise, Milne. 2011. “The Significance Of  Aesthetic And Heritage Values In A Public Policy   
 Environment: Victoria Theatre Case Study,” Auckland: Auckland University of  Technology.
34 Lise, Milne. 2011. “The Significance Of  Aesthetic And Heritage Values In A Public Policy   
 Environment: Victoria Theatre Case Study,” Auckland: Auckland University of  Technology.
35 Waitematā Local Board, “The Karangahape Road Plan 2014-2044”,2014,7.
36 Waitematā Local Board, “The Karangahape Road Plan 2014-2044”,2014,41.
37 Ricardo Bofill and Leon Krier, Ricardo Bofill and Léon Krier : architecture, urbanism,  
 and history, (New York: Museum of  Modern Art, 1985).
38  Ricardo Bofill and Leon Krier, Ricardo Bofill and Léon Krier : architecture, urbanism,  
 and history, (New York: Museum of  Modern Art, 1985).
39 Ricardo Bofill and Leon Krier, Ricardo Bofill and Léon Krier : architecture, urbanism,  
 and history, (New York: Museum of  Modern Art, 1985).
40 Christopher McFadden, “The Woman Who Thought Cities Should Be Fun:  
 Jane Jacobs and Her Revolution In Urban Planning,” Interesting Engineering,  
 last modi fied October 23, 2018, https://interestingengineering.com/the- 
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7. SITE SELECTION
The project’s scope started with the city of  Auckland. Potential sites under threat from gentrification I considered, included Mt Eden, Onehunga, 
Kingsland, Karangahape Road and Avondale. All these areas are on significant nodes on the public and private transport networks and have herit-
age architecture and particular character.
Karangahape Road was particularly attractive because of  its relationship with gentrification, the rapid progression of  gentrification in the area 
means the perils associated with this process are much more imminent. The rich and diverse heritage and character of  the area, the complex layers 
of  programme and users, the potential for future development and a mix of  urban, landscape and architectural design typologies, all contribute to 
making this the most suitable site for the project. 
Wraight and Associates analysis in 2015, divided Karangahape Road into four main character zones.41  The East and West gates form the extent 
of  Karangahape Road while the central core and west core that occupy the busier stretch of  the street are separated by the bridge. One step 
further could be taken, dividing the central core in two, creating a west-central core and east-central core. The project is situated within the eastern 
core; this is for numerous reasons, the first this is the most active area, situated between two significant central movement arteries Queen Street 
and Pitt Street. There are two highly important lanes in need of  improvement in Cross Street and Poynton Terrace that borders Myers Park. 
These lanes and Myers Park also provide an opportunity to develop public space, new connections and biodiversity. This area has the densest 
concentration of  heritage architecture and important buildings to preserve while presenting some potential architecture in need of  revitalisation. 
The two main train stations that will catalyse Karangahape’s development in the foreseeable future will be built in this area. All these points either 
place realistic parameters around the project or present opportunities for the project to endeavour to solve some of  the issues facing Karanga-
hape Road, making it the most suitable location for the project.
Within the Eastern Core, I have selected three buildings and seven nodes; these are areas that require the most attention and are vital for the 
future development of  the area. The reason behind this is to limit the scope of  the project, allowing for a more detailed design at these nodes and 
buildings.
 The three specific buildings are La Gonda (203-207 Karangahape Road), Flacksons (191-201 Karangahape Road) and Rendells (184 Karangahape 
Road). La Gonda and Flacksons are next door to each other, Rendells is situated across the road forming the prospect of  a relationship between 
the buildings. La Gonda has unused spaces within the building, and the ground level arcade is dingy and uninviting. The Flacksons building’s 
neighbouring position occupying the space between La Gonda and St Kevins Arcade makes it crucial to redevelop. The subdivision of  the build-
ing is poorly planned and it shares a car park with La Gonda behind the two buildings. The car park is one of  the vital nodes, it is underutilised 
and occupies prime, relatively unobstructed north facing land that borders Myers Park. Rendells is the final building, being a landmark building 
it has very high heritage values and one of  the most recognisable and memorable buildings on the street. It has undergone distasteful alterations 
over the years by a new investor. Apartments on the second and third level have very poor living conditions, the Karanghape Road level has a 
successful food court and supermarket, but the connection to Cross Street is weak and needs to be heavily improved.
The seven nodes are a complementary network to the three buildings insulating the area from the perils of  gentrification while providing better 
connections, public space, streetscape and biodiversity.
• 1: Connection from Beresford Square Station across Pitt Street
• 2: Connection between Pitt Street and La Gonda
• 3: Public space occupying the previous La Gonda and Flacksons Carpark
• 4: Poynton Terrace to Baptist Tabernacle 
• 5: Streetscape and connection across Karangahape Road 
• 6: Cross Street entrance to Rendells 
• 7: Connection from Mercury Lane Station to Cross Street
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Figure 35. Karangahape Road core division
Figure 36. Site selection
41 Land Lab “K Road Penedict Deisgn Presentation”,2017.10
Figure 37. Site Analysis with nodes 1-7 and CRL stations marked blue 22
8. SITE ANALYSIS 
8.1 North 
The north side of  the site borders Myers Park and gets plenty of  sunlight. The elevation of  the site combined with the slope of  Myers Park 
permits pleasant view shafts towards the Canary Island palms of  Myers Park, and the City Centre with the Skytower framed within. Poynton 
Terrace intersects through the site between Myers Park and the car park. It provides vehicle access to the car park and continues towards 
the Baptist Tabernacle where a fence ends the street, separating it from Queen Street Carpark. Ponyton Terrace has the potential to become 
more pedestrian friendly. All around the street, street art and graffiti is brightening up some of  the drearier rear facades of  the area. The 
carpark that is allocated to be public space is surrounded by heritage architecture. The La Gonda and Flacksons buildings back onto the 
southern boundary of  the car park, with St Kevins Arcade to the east and Pitt Street Methodist Church to the west. These three buildings 
form three sides of  the perimeter of  the car park. All three buildings are of  brickwork construction then plastered over and painted. The 
retaining wall underneath the church on the west side of  the car park is a mixture of  brickwork and rock wall. Elevated above this large car-
park space is a neighbouring smaller car park space. It occupies the space between La Gonda and the Methodist Church with access to Pit 
Street. Both of  these car parks have some characteristics of  terrain vague, vacant space juxtaposed with the urban forms surrounding it.42 
Terrain vague implies the plot of  land is fit for construction or development which is a strong spatial connotation I believe to be present 
within these two car parks. 
8.2 Centre
Karangahape Road divides the site between north and south running through on an east-west axis from Queen Street to Pitt Street; it is the 
centre of  the site. This centre area is vital being the main artery for movement. It links La Gonda and Flacksons with Rendells which is an 
important relationship to create. It currently has four lanes for traffic and two parking lanes. The footpath is 4.5 meters wide and there is a 
pedestrian crossing linking both sides together. Foliage within this area is present, 11 trees ranging from Titoki to Nikau Palms and Magno-
lias. The council proposed to relocate them, but the trees do not compromise movement on the footpath and are all in good health making 
a strong case for them to remain. This centre area of  the site is vital, connecting north and south it is also the main east-west artery for 
movement. It links La Gonda and Flacksons with Rendells which is an important relationship to create.
8.3 South
The southern end of  the site is much less desirable land. Being on the southern side of  a ridge means very little direct sunlight reaches 
Cross Street, there is almost no vegetation.  This part of  the site is currently not very pedestrian friendly with a slim footpath, the southern 
side of  the streets footpath abruptly breaks in the middle forcing users to cross the street. There are hardly any destinations on this street, 
and none of  them relies on walk-ins. The back of  Ironbank and Lim Chourr along with a tattoo parlour, an architecture office and gentle-
men’s club are among the few businesses. The street is one-way with one lane for movement and two for parking. The street is lined with 
sky bridges connecting the buildings on the north side of  the street to the parking building on the south, strengthening the relationship 
between them. The area has a grungy, industrial overtone. Services are exposed, there is a lack of  natural light. Delivery trucks with unpleas-
ant smells and garage roller doors line most of  the street. There are large collections of  graffiti and street art adorning the walls, and often 
prostitutes are found here. The materials are similar to the north with plastered brickwork and concrete being the most common. Some 
contemporary architecture also exists. East of  Rendells, Ironbank’s rusted, corten steel towers are contrasted with the stark concrete façade 
of  the building to the west, making for an interesting composition of  context.
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Figure 38. North, Centre and South of  the site.
42 Jason King, “Source: Terrain Vague - De Sola Morales,” Landscape+Urbanism, last modified July 21, 2011, http://landsca 
 peandurbanism.blogspot.com/2011/07/source-terrain-vague-de-sola-morales.html.
Figure 39. Karangahape Road Aerial 2015 
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9. BUILDING ANALYSIS  
9.1 La Gonda
The La Gonda building was constructed in 1924 in a Neo-Greek Style by W.A Cumming.43  The building was in-
itially designed as a home furnisher and called Butcher & Co.44  It underwent several name changes until arriving 
at La Gonda in the 1950s; it was the flagship of  50 chain stores across New Zealand owned by the Gonda family 
of  Parnell.45  The large metal framed windows were modern for the time allowing for the display of  goods at 
night. The street façade is designed with elegant lines and proportions typical of  the Neo-Greek style. The build-
ing has undergone numerous changes throughout its lifetime. In 1955 alterations were made adding a mezzanine 
floor and stairway. In 1966 the mezzanine floor was remodelled into offices. The building did not undergo any 
remarkable changes from 1966 until the 1990s coinciding with Karangahape Roads era of  downturn. In 1992 the 
top floor underwent alterations turning the north half  of  it into a home and studio, at the same time as this the 
basement was refurbished.46  In 1994 the building was remodelled again, this time on the ground floor. A retail 
arcade was constructed which remains today, called the La Gonda Arcade. Space for four shops is allocated on 
the western side of  the arcade, and a bakery was designed on the east. Because of  these numerous alterations 
occurring at different times and spaces, the building lacks cohesive planning and design. The arcade is dark with 
low ceilings making it an unattractive retail spot for most businesses. Currently, three of  these spaces are un-
used in the arcade, and on the upper levels, two studios are empty. Having such large openings for natural light, 
prime location combined with such rich character and heritage this should place a huge demand on these spaces. 
Instead, they remain underutilised. 
Materiality and Aesthetics
The outside walls are brickwork that has been plastered over. The windows are glazed with mullion dividing 
them into grids patterns. There are Neo-Greek details and ornamentation on the Karangahape Road façade; steel 
braces are attached to this façade holding the street awning. The façade is painted in a pastel palette of  colours 
enhancing the heritage features and creating vibrancy. The exterior also houses exposed ventilation services 
above representing the changes in the programme within the arcade. Exterior steel fire-stairs on the Poynton 
Terrace side of  the building is a prevalent aesthetic feature. It is accompanied by a large piece of  street art that 
covers the entire lift shaft. The interior of  the building encompasses numerous different styles. The studios on 
the upper levels have timber floors, high ceilings and large openings for daylight. These studios are separated by 
timber walls. The interior studio spaces are open and unadorned, making them adaptable for the users to furnish, 
permitting future programmes changes. On the Karangahape Road level, the arcade has titled floors while the 
shops are timber. The interior walls of  the arcade are large planes of  glass. The ceiling is from the mezzanine 
level alteration of  1956 which lowered the height, making the arcade appear more narrow. 
Programme
The programme currently involves retail, food, businesses, studios and offices. The basement is a creative office. 
The arcade has a burger joint, print shop, artist studio and acupuncture practitioner with one whole side unused. 
The first floor has Nick Von K’s jewellery studio, lawyers offices and another large studio. The second floor is 
composed of  Thievery Studio, a photography studio, the other two studios are also creative on this floor, and 
there is one adaptable living space.
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Figure 40. La Gonda mezzanine alteration, 1955.
Figure 41. La Gonda bakery alteration, 1994.
Figure 42. Studio and living alteration, 1992.
43 The Karangahape Road Business Association Inc. “HERIAGE WALK Karangahape Road” 2017,8.
44 The Karangahape Road Business Association Inc. “HERIAGE WALK Karangahape Road” 2017,10.
45 “Karangahape Road,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified July 23, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karangahape_Road.
46  Auckland Council, Alterations to Basement, (Auckland: Auckland Council Archives,
9.2 Flacksons
Flacksons like its neighbour La Gonda was also constructed by W.A Cumming in 1924.47 It shares the Neo-
Greek styling and was initially designed as a ladies outfitter.48  The first alteration was made in 1929 when the 
street frontage was remodelled in a more ornate style.49   In 1955 changes to the staircase and layout were made 
making the space more open plan, during this construction the awning was replaced.50  Throughout the 1970s 
and 80s occupancy changed multiple times resulting in many different fit-outs. In 1971 alterations were carried 
out again simplifying the store frontage and renovating the rear. In 1978 it was subdivided into the Sanitarium 
Health Food Centre and Dominion TV Auckland,51  and in 1983 it was remodelled extensively into the Winter 
School of  Hairdressing. By 1995 the building had been subdivided once again into three shops and a unit.
Materiality and Aesthetics
Much like La Gonda, the exterior walls are plastered brickwork. The original Neo-Classical windows have been 
replaced with standard timber framed windows. The façade still boasts its Neo-Greek detailing but not as ornate 
as La Gonda. The awning is attached to the façade via steel bracing. The façade is painted in a dull army green 
and grey colour scheme that attempts to highlight the Neo-Greek features. The building has timber-framed 
ceilings and floors. The roof  is timber-framed along with the interior walls. The timber roof  is a particularly 
prominent feature at the rear of  the building with large exposed timber rafters. The floor joists on the first floor 
are also a heritage feature, emphasised in the ceiling of  the ground floor.
Programme
The current programme is mixed-use, two retail spaces with street frontage and two office spaces, one locat-
ed on the first floor and one at the rear of  the building. The retail spaces are occupied by Red Cross, a sec-
ond-hand charity shop, and a bohemian style shop. One of  the office spaces is Monster Valley, a creative agency.
9.3 Rendells
Rendells Departments Store was designed by William Holman in the Renaissance style.52  The Rendells store had already been 
trading since 1882 before moving          to its current site in 1908.53  Rendells started off  selling infants clothing but soon expand-
ed to teenagers and women. It is one of  the longest standing retail businesses in New Zealand at over 120 years. The store thrived 
throughout most of  the 19th century with one occupant; the building was consistently undergoing minor alternations. The most 
notable are the refurbishment of  the basement in 1927.54  The construction of  a beauty salon within the department store in 1947,55 
and the remodelling of  the Cross Street Elevation in 1974 modernising the exterior wall.56
 Circa 2002 the building was purchased by Mr Lim Chourr,57  ending Rendells long reign as one of  the premier shopping desti-
nations on Karangahape Road. Although his remodelling of  the structure was rather distasteful and low quality, at a time when 
immigration was increasing, and the Asian population in Auckland rising exponentially. This purchase and development serviced 
the immigrant community, providing spaces for living, business and cultural amenities. The living spaces created are inadequate by 
today’s standards, with little natural light or fresh air, this is similar to low-income apartments in places like China and India. This 
is the target audience for Mr Lim Chourr, particularly Chinese. An Asian supermarket and food court were developed servicing 
Karangahape Road and its surrounding areas. These proved to be popular, as despite the run-down interior they remain very busy 
nearly twenty years on. The basement was refurbished into the supermarket’s storage.
Materiality and Aesthetics
Brickwork adorns the Renaissance style façade, a different tone of  colour in the brickwork can be seen, as the right side of  the 
façade is from 1904 and the left 1911.58  The detail on the façade carries a sense of  grandness. The interior before the remodelling 
into the food court was also grand, but now the same proportions don’t have the same effect due to poor quality detailing. Red 
metal detailing around the food court combined with cheap tiles creates an unappealing solution. The upper levels interiors are a 
standard timber construction. The Cross Street side has a grungier atmosphere orientated for services. Roller doors and brickwork 
covered in street art, exposed ventilation units and lower daylight levels contribute to this. 
Programme
The programme currently on Karanaghape Road level is an Asian supermarket and food court. Below that is a City Fitness Gym 
and above, Apartment living. The food court and supermarket are essential for Karanghape Road, as the only similar experience 
near-by is Mercury Plaza which is scheduled to be demolished when construction of  the Mercury Lane CRL Station begins.
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Figure 43. Flacksons Building Construction Drawing, 1924. Figure 44. Flacksons Construction Drawing, 1924. Figure 45. Rendells Construction Drawing, 1923. Figure 46. Rendells Construction Drawing, 2002.
47 The Karangahape Road Business Association Inc. “HERIAGE WALK Karangahape Road” 2017,8.
48 The Karangahape Road Business Association Inc. “HERIAGE WALK Karangahape Road” 2017,8.
49 Auckland Council, Request for Frontage Alterations, (Auckland: Auckland Council Archives, 1929).
50 Auckland Council, Veranda Alterations, (Auckland: Auckland Council Archives, 1955).
51 Auckland Council, Dominion TV Partition Wall, (Auckland: Auckland Council Archives, 1978).
52 The Karangahape Road Business Association Inc. “HERIAGE WALK Karangahape Road” 2017,5.
53 Irene Chapple, “No-frills Image Serves Rendells Well in Long Run,” NZ Herald, last modified October 5, 2018, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article. 
 cfm?c_id=3&objectid=3199238.
54 Department of  planing and social development, Rendells LTD Alteration and Addition to Basement, (Auckland: Auckland Council, 1927).
55 Auckland Council, Rendells LTD Salon Addition, (Auckland: Auckland Council Archives, 1947).
56 Auckland Council, Modernise Outside Wall, (Auckland: Juventin and Partners, 1974).
57 Auckland Council, Request for Alterations to 184 Karangahape Road, (Auckland: Auckland Council Archives, 2002).
58 The Karangahape Road Business Association Inc. “HERIAGE WALK Karangahape Road” 2017,10.
10.1 Approaches
Addition
The first approach is an addition. When a building of  important heritage or character does not meet its needs anymore, a common 
solution is to build an addition. The addition is a separate complimentary structure, usually but not always attached to the original. 
Retrofit
Retrofitting is the process of  remodelling of  the interior or certain details like windows of  a structure. It is used to refurbish or mod-
ernise the building. This approach is often used on heritage architecture as it has minimal impact on the facades. 
Repair
Repairing is restoring damaged parts of  a building. It applies to any method of  construction and could be done in any of  the styles 
mentioned below.
10.2 Style
Contrast 
The contrasting style if  done sensitively can harmonise with the original character of  a building, or even be completely different while 
still highlighting the character. It is the most recent development in heritage design and is the most common currently, as it is usually 
the recommended approach by heritage experts and architects. Experts encourage it because it is clear what is the original and what 
is new, avoiding any misinterpretation. The contrast can be achieved through different mediums, material and form being the most 
common. Daniel Libeskind’s Military History Museum in Dresden and Jewish Museum in Berlin are bold examples of  contrasting 
additions to heritage architecture. Achieved through form and material the stark contrast clearly emphasises what is contemporary and 
what is heritage.
Another example is Salmond Reed’s Architecture, their project’s Bird Cage and Old & New celebrate heritage through contrast. The 
Bird Cage is an addition to a 19th-century tavern constructed in brick. The effect is subtler than Libeskind but is still achieved through 
the material, the patterned corten steel harmonising with the old brick. Old & New achieves this harmonisation through proportion.
RTA Studio’s Ironbank and Concrete Invention illustrate a way of  interacting with the details of  neighbouring facades through 
proportion and material. Taking cues from the rhythm and proportion of   Edwardian and 1930s facades its sandwiched between, the 
Concrete Intervention harmonises the two with a simple but refined solution. Ironbank takes a very similar approach but in a more 
complex arrangement. Being located on Karangahape Road, it endeavours to harmonise with the Neo-Greek and Neo-Renaissance 
heritage embedded in my site. Jane Jacobs describes this harmony through material, form, proportion and façade as the unification 
of  the streetscape. A unifier supplies only the visual suggestion of  entity and order. The viewer supplies only the visual suggestion of  
entity and order. The viewer does most of  the job of  unifying by using the hint to help him organise what he sees. If  he sees exactly 
the same unifier in other-wise desperate place and scenes, he will soon unconsciously discount it.59
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Figure 49. Daniel Libeskind’s Military History Museum, Dresden. 
Figure 47. Karangahape Road, Tesla showroom construction. Figure 48. Karangahape Road, Tesla showroom construction. 
Figure 50. Daniel Libeskind’s Jewish History Museum, Berlin.
Figure 51. Salmon Reed Architects, Old and New, Auckland. 
Figure 53. RTA Studios Ironbank, Karangahape Road. Figure 54. RTA Studios Concrete Intervention, Auckland.
Figure 52. Salmond Reed Architects Bird Cage, Auckland.
59 Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of  Great American Cities,1961, 509.
Abstract
The abstraction solution entails using a similar or slightly different style of  architecture. It endeavours to encapsulate 
the original character of  the building with new details often translated in a similar material or style and emphasise the 
character of  the original details. David Chipperfield Architects and Julian Harrap’s refurbishment of  the Neues Mu-
seum in Berlin in 2009.60  The Neues museum a perfect example of  retrofitting with some reparations in the abstract 
style. The craftsmanship and attention to detail is astounding in this restoration. Although the new parts are distinctive, 
they harmonise with the original so well, at first glance users may not register it. The architects have also preserved the 
imperfections within the building, damaged bricks, bullet marks in the walls and columns and old burn marks can be 
seen throughout the structure. It tells the story of  the buildings timeline giving you a sense of  the history and heritage, 
and what may have happened there. John Ruskin states this as an important aspect of  heritage design. 
Carlo Scarpa’s Palazzo Querini Stampalia is a sensitive intervention in his historic hometown of  Venice.61 The Palazzo 
functions as a museum and is home to the Querini Stampalia Foundation an organisation supporting the arts in Venice.  
Carlo Scarpa was appointed to renovate the lower level and rear gardens of  the Palazzo. The intention was to create a 
gathering space as the area was deemed unfit for exhibition due to the flood waters of  Venice. Scarpa’s intervention was 
constructed in 1949 and was considered experimental at the time.62  He infused contemporary form and rhythm within 
the interior but in the same variety of  stone and concrete. The new forms are very geometric and modern for the time, 
but the proportions allow them to be decorated with classical Venetian busts and sculpture.
Pastiche
Pastiche is the imitation of  already existing heritage architecture, mimicking the details 1:1. Historically this was the 
preferred approach as it was deemed the easiest and most successful by scholars in the field like Viollet le Duc. This 
approach often confuses modern heritage experts analysing buildings affected by pastiche. Some cases require scientific 
tests to determine what which bricks have been laid first. Most examples of  this are very old like the churches of  Meck-
lenburg, Germany. In the towns of  Lubeck, Schwerin and Wismar, many churches were rebuilt and added to in exactly 
the same style after they were partially destroyed or decayed throughout history.
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Figure 55. David Chipperfield’s Neues Museum, Berlin. Figure 56. David Chipperfield’s Neues Museum, Berlin.
Figure 57. Carlo Scarpa’s Palazzo Querini Stampalia, Venice. Figure 58. Carlo Scarpa’s Palazzo Querini Stampalia, Venice.
Figure 60. Street in Wismar, Germany. Figure 59. Dilworth Building, Auckland.
61 Bill Indursky, “Interior Alchemy: Carlo Scarpa’s Palazzo Querini Stampalia,” The Design Life Network, last modified August 5, 2014, https://design  
 lifenetwork.com/interior-alchemy-carlo-scarpas-palazzo-querini-stampalia/
62 Alice Piciocchi, “A Book About Scarpa and Palazzo Abatellis,” Abitare, last modified August 7, 2018, http://www.abitare.it/en/research/re   
 views/2017/03/31/carlo-scarpa-book-palazzo-abatellis/.
Figure 61. Street in Wismar, Germany. 
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Figure 62. Master Plan / Site Plan
Figure 63. Section North-South
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12.1     Buildings and Nodes
Building One: La Gonda & Flacksons 
The Programme of  the building retains the original arcade aspect on the lower 
two levels, various sized retail spaces along with the addition of  a bar and eatery. 
This encourages a more diverse occupancy and opportunity for social activity 
within the arcade. The third level of  the building remains as studio spaces to pre-
serve the creative presence within the building. The fourth level is adaptable living 
or working spaces with a rooftop bar, eatery and leisure space above it. 
The arcade provides a clear axis from Karangahape Road towards the Public 
Space and Myers Park. An auxiliary axis runs east to west with an entrance on 
either side. This eases movement congestion and activates unused spaces on 
the east and west side of  the building. The east entrance provides a connection 
through a small courtyard to St Kevin’s Arcade’s bar, The Wine Cellar. Linking 
the two buildings in an attempt to create permeability and inviting possibility for 
collaboration between the buildings for events. The design merges La Gonda and 
Flacksons structures together but maintains the distinction between La Gonda 
and Flacksons. Merging the buildings widens the arcade  providing larger more 
accessible retail arcade. This an attempt to activate the arcade creating a more 
vibrant space. Contemporary steel framing and glass will replace the removed 
areas of  brick wall that separated the two structures. The Contemporary materials 
contrast with the original materials highlighting the heritage of  the buildings. The 
design increases the height of  the arcade merging the basement space into the 
arcade via stairs; the bottom level is double height. This allows much more natural 
light into the space and permits double the retail occupancy accommodating for 
future growth. The new areas of  the arcades interior have tiled floors and brick 
walls that co-exist with the original brickwork and timber.
Some small additions have been made to the structure like north facing balconies 
and a remodelled rooftop space. This is to create usable exterior spaces that are 
otherwise wasted. New windows are to be fitted in to improve daylight and reduce 
glare, the style endeavours to encapsulate the Neo-Greek heritage. The railings 
along the stairs and the balconies are simple powder coated steel referencing the 
old fire stairs next to the lift shaft. The exterior walls will also be stripped of  plas-
ter back to the original brick; this is in an attempt to avoid misinterpretation of  
the building while celebrating the character and heritage. It also gives texture to 
the rear and side facades. 
The upper levels are renovated retaining the original staircase and hallways. The 
rooms have mezzanine spaces added increasing the floor space making them 
more adaptable for living as well as working. Heritage features like brickwork and 
the large timber rafters and joists are emphasised throughout the buildings.
Figure 64. La Gomda Interior Render
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Figure 65. La Gibda Floor Plan Level One Figure 66. La Gomda Floor Plan Level Two
Figure 67. La Gonda Exploded View
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Studio
Retail
Public Space
Entertainment
Node One: Public space 
Designed as an adaptable terraced public square the stage permits performances that range 
from busking to professional gigs and entertainment, the design is terraced downward toward 
the stage like an amphitheatre. Karangahape Road lacks public space and an outdoor venue 
- this terraced area endeavours to satisfy these needs. Other program opportunities include 
leisure, events like outdoor cinema projections onto St Kevins Arcade. The design attempts to 
provide a transition space between La Gonda and Myers Park, bringing the biodiversity of the 
park through to Karangahape Road with Nikau Palms. Movement in this public space is im-
portant. There is a smooth 1:12 gradient ramp that zigzags through interrupting the terraces 
while simply walking straight up the stairs provides a more direct route. Space is allocated at 
the top of the terraces for furniture and the bar to use in the summer in an attempt to activate 
the space. 
Stairs on the southeastern side of the square connect it to node three, the Pitt Street to La 
Gonda connection. An underground car park is underneath the square. This is an attempt to 
neutralise the removal of the previous car parks on the surface.
Figure 68. Node 1 Render
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Figure 69. Node 2 Render
Node Two: Karangahape Road
Coinciding with some of the proposed changes by the council the design de-
creases the number of lanes for traffic. The width of the footpath is increased 
with street furniture to accommodate foot traffic. Bike lanes with curbs create a 
buffer between pedestrians and traffic while improving safety for bikers. Traffic 
dampening through a raised material change from La Gonda to Rendells and 
improved street lighting and surveillance also increase safety. New planting and 
rain gardens increase biodiversity.
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Building Two: Rendells
The programme of  the food court and supermarket will remain on the second floor at Karanga-
hape Road level. On the second floor, the gym is being removed from the programme. In place 
of  the gym will be a first food court below the second connected via stairs. This is to neutralise 
the removal of  Mercury Plaza, a popular food court on site of  the future Mercury Lane Station; 
the second food court will accommodate some of  these displaced businesses. The supermarket’s 
storage is also located on this level. The first floor at Cross Street level is a large adaptable market 
space. It is a multi-function space; it can be used for markets, events and exhibitions and when 
not in use becomes a parking garage. This adaptability is an endeavour to foster creative activity 
within the space, supporting the culture of  Karangahape Road. This level is also the entrance 
to the cinema that runs through the basement to level two. The cinema is an attempt to revive 
some of  the historical activity of  Karangahape Road. Levels four, five and six remain allocated to 
apartment living. 
The design entails remodelling the entire building apart from the façade facing Karangahape 
Road because of  its heritage values. The most recent renovation from 2002 has left the Rendells 
building in a state of  disarray. Cross Street side is where the extensive remodelling occurs. A 
fissure through the building creates permits the staircase and laneway through the building to be 
built. The form, proportions and material of  the building changes in an attempt to respond to 
the neighbouring heritage and character.
The basement planning is very open being an adaptable space. It endeavours to respond to the 
character of  Cross Street through the roller doors, street art and exposed services. It houses the 
cinema which is a more experimental form and material. Angled walls and copper cladding are 
efforts to emphasise the artistic connotations of  the space. The copper will also oxidise over 
time contributing to the grungy character.
The first floor has  southern end of  the floor is a small east-west arcade housing four small retail 
spaces along with the supermarket’s storage. The north side is the second level of  the food court.
The second-floor planning revolves around making a clear movement axis through the building 
from Karangahape Road to Cross St; this is to accommodate for the projected increase in foot 
traffic from the Mercury Lane Station. A large set of  stairs begin at Cross Street and extend all 
the way to the food court at Karangahape Road level. The supermarket at the rear of  the first 
floor will be allocated less floor space allowing for more movement on this floor an attempt to 
increase efficiency. The red detailing throughout this floor is to be replaced along with the floor 
tiles. The ceiling is to removed exposing the services and original construction. 
The third and fourth floors require extensive replanning due to inadequate living conditions. 
New apartment plans with access to natural light and fresh air for every unit. The fifth floor is a 
new floor allocated to apartment living. Designed with outdoor spaces balconies and in similar a 
brick material in an endeavour to harmonise with the old structure.
The design language and aesthetic takes cues from the heritage and neighbouring buildings. On 
the Cross Street side staggered rigid lines respond to the Iron Bank while the brickwork allures 
to the heritage buildings. The sky bridges along Cross Street have been remodelled to steel with 
a sharper shape to contrast with the brick, the sky bridge connections have also been remodelled 
to look as if  the bridges to pierce through the brick. The building is separated into four towers 
around level one’s small arcade, the stairs from Cross Street to level two and the courtyard on 
level three. This is to ensure all the aforementioned spaces are open air and have adequate light 
and to allow for balconies, outdoor spaces and windows for the new apartment layout. The tow-
ers are connected via sky bridges in an endeavour to bring some of  the character of  Cross Street 
into the building. Due to the lack of  sun on the Cross Street side of  the building the planting 
consists of  Black Mamaku, Hen and Chicken Fern and Acaena Purpurea. The front façade of  
the building has been intentionally left untouched because of  heritage and importance to the 
street scape. 
Figure 70. Rendells from Cross Street Render
Figure 71. Rendells Render 
38Figure 74. Rendells Basement Floor Plan
Figure 73. Rendells Level One Floor Plan
Figure 72. Rendells Level Two Floor Plan
Figure 75. Rendells Exploded View
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Node Three: Pitt Street to La Gonda 
This is a new pedestrian connection planned in an attempt to make La Gonda and the 
Public Square more permeable. It feeds users from Beresford Square and Pitt Street 
through it providing a shortcut to La Gonda and Poynton terrace. Improved lighting 
through lanterns adds to the vibrancy of the area along with walls designated for street 
art. A large Magnolia is planted for amenity with seating around it.
Node Four: Beresford Square Crossing
The design is a raised traffic dampening material change on the street, with a crossing 
area for increased safety and ease of movement for pedestrians. This is to accommo-
date for the increased foot traffic when Beresford Square Station is built. Nikau Palms 
and rain gardens are also planted for amenity and biodiversity.
Node Five: Mercury Lane
The design for Mercury Lane is raised traffic dampening like Nodes two and four, wid-
er footpaths with a crossing area for pedestrian safety and ease of movement to accom-
modate for the incoming Mercury Lane Station. Spaces for public art like sculpture is 
allocated and the existing Magnolia trees will also be retained.
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Figure 76. Node Three Render
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Figure 77. Rendells from corner of  Ian Mckinnon Dr and Upper Queen St Render
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This project endeavoured to find out if  architecture could act as a mediator during the 
process of  gentrification to protect and foster culture. Numerous case studies abroad and 
locally helped to grasp the nature of  the issue, driving forces behind it and approaches 
towards protecting character and heritage. Auckland’s history and current relationship with 
gentrification, along with it being the city I live in and know best made it a perfect oppor-
tunity to start my research project locally. A number of  potential sites around Auckland 
have already started to show signs of  gentrification like Onehunga and Kingsland, but 
Karangahape Road had the richest heritage and character, most favourable location and the 
largest potential threat to its character. 
Selecting a site within Karangahape Road was difficult with so much opportunity. Looking 
at the Auckland Council’s Karangahape Road Plan 2014-2044 there is a number of  areas 
identified for potential development from the council. Often these sites were empty or 
planned to destroy the existing architecture. In the spirit of  protecting and fostering culture 
along with heritage, the potential sites must be large enough to make a significant impact 
on Karangahape Road overall, that were underutilised and presented character and heritage 
values that place parameters on the design. The La Gonda, Flacksons and Rendells build-
ings were chosen. A series of  nodes were developed, establishing important connections 
around the site. They are designed as a supplementary network of  urban and landscape 
interventions that attempt to insulate the area from the perils of  gentrification
 
With the help of  the Auckland Design Office, I was able to deduce an accurate idea of  
how the area is planned to develop, along with the projected vehicle, bicycle and foot 
traffic till the late 2020s. Social surveys, general conversations and observation played a 
large roll in finding out not only the needs and wants of  an area, but the social and cultural 
structure of  an area and its users. Finding the unique qualities of  Karangahape Road was 
imperative as the design and programme emphasised them.
Numerous theorists have written in and around the topics of  urban, heritage, character and 
gentrification. John Ruskin’s values about heritage design still reign true and are employed 
by experts in the field today. Lise Milne, Jane Jacobs, Carlo Scarpa, Ricardo Bofill and Igna-
si De Sola-Morales all provided theory and knowledge that translated into the design. The 
precedent architecture I analysed, along with the approaches regarding heritage and charac-
ter, supplied me with inspiration and information, I endeavoured to design in a respectful, 
sensitive manner.
The project explores the unique characteristics of  Karangahape Road and the surrounding 
area, endeavouring to encapsulate them within the design of  the seven nodes and build-
ings. Providing opportunity and accommodating for the future of  the area, solving the 
issues within the area, while respecting and preserving the existing character and heritage. 
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